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If you are looking to derive enhanced pleasure from your golf courses and want to make the rounds
quicker, SkyCaddie will prove to be an excellent device. This compact handheld devise from Sky
Golf offers global positioning technology (GPS) to golfers across the globe.

Advantages of Using SkyCaddie

SkyCaddies are state-of-the-art range finders to help golf players in knowing the precise distances
for their shots and exact information about a course's greens. SkyCaddies assist golfers around the
world to understand the exact distance to the hole simply by the touch of a button. The tool also
gives warnings to players about the risks present in the rounds. The golfer can easily make out the
distance of the yards to the front, center and back of the green. The SkyCaddie helps golfers in
selecting the accurate iron or wedge and get the ball close to the pin. The device keeps you
equipped with information regarding all the pros of the course and makes the rounds more
pleasurable.

SkyCaddies can be practically used in any golf courses in the world since it utilizes global
positioning satellites (GPS) to give precise yardages to specific targets about a golf course.

Another advantage is that Skycaddies are smartly designed tiny gadgets that can be used with
ease. The tool comes equipped with a belt clip and you can carry it conveniently. Multiple golfers
can use the same unit without any complexities. The rechargeable battery has pretty sound life and
can be used without any power shortages. (The previous models of SkyCaddies were criticized for
being power hungry. But the latest models come with this problem rectified). The devise offers easy
navigation of all its features. Players of any skill levels can benefit from using a SkyCaddie. Players
will find that they are becoming better players with this excellent tool. The instrument helps you to
do away with yardage markers or sprinkler heads.

Setting up of a SkyCaddie also involves simple procedures. You need to merely attach the supplied
USB cable to your computer and connect the SkyCaddie. Simply follow the steps given on the
webpage. Different subscription plans are also available. You need not subscribe to any plans if you
choose to do so. Course information for 23,000 golf courses worldwide (more being added every
month) can be downloaded. By registering your Skycaddie, you will be benefitted with more offers.

SkyCaddie can offer a comprehensive solution to you if you feel exhausted by manually maintaining
track of your stats and finding difficulty in knowing the correct distances. Go ahead and grab this
secret weapon to playing a better game of golf.
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Darneil Saxan - About Author:
Have an old a Sky Caddie and would like to upgrade? Visit our offers on largest independent golf
retailers in the UK. All our golf equipment is guaranteed sold at the lowest UK price and offer
custom fit options on a golf gps. We have been a premier stockist of all the major golf brands of a
Skycaddie SGXW for over 20 years. 
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